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Introduction

Recall Performance

Implicit and Explicit Representations Influence
Memory and Metamemory Processes
▪Trace-Access vs Inferential Mechanisms

▪Explicit (encoding condition) and implicit
(degree and clustering) representations interact.

(Nelson, Gerler, Narens, 1984)

▪Cue Familiarity vs Accessibility

Implicit Representations:
From Nelson, et al. (1993)

▪HCFAs were more likely when
selecting a previously seen item
(OLD lure than NEW lure) and
when in the 4AFC experiment (than 5AFC).

Explicit Representations:
Distinctiveness Encoding

Previously Seen Items

Interaction of Implicit and Explicit:
▪Disruption at study and test reduced the
facilitative influence of clustering coefficient on
recall (Goodmon & Nelson, 2004)
▪Category labels at recall reduced typicality effects
(Greenberg & Bjorklund, 1981)

▪Typicality influences correct and incorrect cued
recall.

Conclusions
▪Study of words results in a particular pattern of activation within
semantic memory, along with an explicit memory of the event.
▪Encoding condition interacts with semantic network properties at
recall and interacts with semantic network properties and word
typicality at recognition.

Method
First Session - Study

Recognition Performance
▪Explicit (encoding cond.) and implicit (typicality)
representations interact in the 5AFC task.

▪Nelson & McEvoy (2002): shared associates facilitate recall
when they are a part of the implicit representation, whereas
they may disrupt recall when they become a part of the explicit
representation
▪In sum, encoding condition significantly impacts recall and
recognition, and interacts with the implicit representation of
words (semantic structure and typicality).
▪Remains important to consider how the underlying structure
and properties of words influences memory processes.

Distinctiveness Encoding Conditions
Similar Condition
n = 84

▪Explicit (encoding condition)
and implicit (target clustering)
representations interact.
▪Response typicality also increased
the probability of HCFAs (but no
effect of target typicality)

(Koriat & Levy-Sadot, 2001)

Category Typicality
Semantic Network Structure

Probability of a High Confidence False Alarms
(HCFA) for Unrecognized Items

Different Condition
n = 81
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Second Session – Test (7 days later)
▪Target clustering increases correct recognition in
both 5AFC and 4AFC (but no effect of response
clustering)

n = 86 – 5AFC task (2 old + 2 new lure); n = 79 – 4AFC task (3 new lures)

▪Recognition is also more likely if participants were
in the DIFFERENT (than SIMILAR) condition
and in the 4AFC (than 5AFC) experiment.
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